
 

 

  



Each Citizen Will Be Allowed 3 Minutes to Speak. These Are the Some of the 

Points We Need Addressed. 
 

 Traffic on Rhodes Rd. and Old 395 will increase significantly. With the proposed developments, we can 

expect to see at least 600 additional cars in the area twice-a-day. 

 

 With the additional 600+ cars, our existing problems with speed, noise, coupled with the lack of police 

enforcement will intensify. As a community, we have tried to resolve this issue with no success. Wild 

horses, equestrian riders, bicyclists, and livestock are threatened by a huge increase in traffic. 

 

 There is no fire station support for a Zone 4 wind area. An increase in density will make livestock 

evacuation nearly impossible in the event of an emergency.  

 

 Steamboat Valley is home to Native American history, artifacts, and natural hot springs. These sites and 

this history are paramount to the culture of Nevada. We must protect our Nevadan heritage.   

 

 The alteration of Rhodes Rd. will have an impact on our ditch irrigation and our flood control for the 

valley. Rhodes Rd. cannot be an access to this proposed development. This parcel was under water 

during the most recent storm. 

 

 Steamboat Valley is a rural community. Urban light pollution from new street lamps and new homes 

will impact the quality of our rural environment. 

 

 Steamboat Valley is comprised of vintage and custom homes. Both the lot sizes and quality of homes 

constructed should be consistent with the existing environment. The standard in the valley is one home 

per two to five acres. 

 

 Rural valleys give us a beautiful place to live. We can enjoy our farms, livestock, gardens, low-

population density, dark skies that reveal night stars, quiet nature sounds, and friendly neighborhoods 

made up of people living a similar lifestyle. The rural to urban transition must be well-thought-out and 

gradual over reasonable distances. This allows us to preserve our rural way of life and keep our Nevadan 

identity. Developer must make respectful developments for their profits without damaging the value of 

the rural properties and infringing on the rural lifestyle. 

 

 The endangered Steamboat Buckwheat may be threatened by the proposed development. 

 

 While the families that live in the rural areas are mostly county residents and cannot vote in city 

elections, the elected city officials should not give preference to city development over preserving 

adjoining rural lifestyles. 

 

 The county Master Plan calls for the preservation of a “Rural Environment” between Reno and Carson 

City. That requirement resulted from years of litigation and negotiations between the city and county. If 

the Master Plan is complied with, then the urban expansion of Reno must come to a stop. The issue is 

where? The expansion of urban development should not border a rural environment. There must be 

intelligent and gradual transition that is respectful of the existing interests. Such a transition must be 

more than one row, or even 10 rows, of homes between urban housing, apartments, and Quickie Marts 

and rural properties—lots of one or more acres. To be fair to everyone, the transition should be such 

that, if viewed from above, no distinct “cliff” or bright line from one style of living to another is 

noticeable.  


